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1. Introduction
The following report is a product of the EU-InterReg project Building with Nature. The Building with
Nature (BwN) projects investigate the effects of countering the climate change challenges using natural
protection and adaptation measures; such as beach nourishment, re-meandering of rivers, planting of
vegetation etc.
The coastal challenges and effects of implementing building with nature methods, in this case, beach
and near shore nourishments are represented by 7 ‘living laboratories’ located along the North Sea and
the Wadden Sea coasts. The effects of the nourishment have been analysed using a common transnational methodology, which the partners have developed during the course of the BwN project. The analysis
of the local laboratories will improve the evidence-base needed to incorporate BwN methods into the
national investment and policy programmes of the North Sea Region countries.
This report is one of 7 national reports presenting the results from the individual living laboratories, in
this case the Danish living laboratory of Krogen,located on the Danish North Sea coast. The results will
be compiled into a joint co-analysis providing the basis for comparing nourishment performances and
generating a better understanding of those factors that govern nourishment performance. This report
will focus on the nourishment performed in 2016 at Krogen, but the effects of other nourishments, especially one performed in 2015 at Krogen have to be taken into account, too, due to the temporal scale of
nourishment effects.
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1.1

Background

1.1.1
Coastal protection along the Danish North Sea coast
The costal laboratory referred to as Krogen is located on the Danish North Sea coast, were the Danish
Coastal Authority is executive in performing coastal protection.
After a severe storm in 1981 it became apparent that the structural coastal protection established, mainly consisting of groynes and dikes were not enough
to safeguard the Danish North Sea coast. This is due to the fact that the coast
line is subject to chronic erosion, which means that the natural retreat of the
active coastal profile will vary between one and eight meters per year, see Figure 2. In this area, the combination of substantial natural coastal retreat, a relatively high water level during storms, a narrow dune belt and low hinterlands
along long stretches of the coast create a serious flooding hazard; and in case
of dune breach, homes and property would be destroyed. See Figure 1.
The Danish Government and the local municipalities therefore signed a series
of joint agreement to protect the coast in the future. The Joint Agreements are
financial agreements usually covering a five-year period. This means that the
agreement will be up for renegotiation every 5 years.
The overall purpose of the Joint Agreement is to ensure that at the beginning
of each winter season the dunes on this stretch of the coast will be resilient
enough to withstand the erosion and prevent a breach during a storm with a
100-year return period. The only exception is Thyborøn where the objective is
protection against a 1000-year storm event. The Joint Agreement for the coastline between Lodbjerg and Nymindegab specifies a safety level for erosion,
which includes a protection level against dune breach and floods. This means
that the dunes must have a minimum height and a minimum width based on
the surveys and analyses elaborated by the Danish Coastal Authority.
Since 1982, thanks to these agreements, protection of the 110 km stretch of
coast from Lodbjerg to Nymindegab, has been carried out as a joint effort by
the local municipalities and the Danish government, see Figure 2. The basis
for the agreement is a safety level objective as expressed in the average
volume of sediment in the coastal profile.
Since the first agreement, 28 km of slope protection have been laid out, 145
breakwaters have been built and the coast has been nourished with some 59
million m³ of sand. The current five-year joint agreement will expire in 2024.
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Figure 1 The 110 km stretch from Lodbjerg to Nymindegab.
The map shows areas below 5 m DVR90.

Since the 1990s, the coastal protection of the coast stretching from Lodbjerg
to Nymindegab has primarily consisted of sand nourishment and slope protection in front of sand dunes and sand dikes. However, today the protective
efforts almost solely consist of nourishments.
The building of solid constructions, only, reduced the retreat of the coastline,
but not until a nourishment scheme was introduced, was the retreat brought
to a halt. The annual coastal protection scheme of the Danish West Coast is
planned on the basis of surveys, measurements and analysis of previous coastal developments, and the Danish Coastal Authority is continuously optimizing the coastal protection effort on the western coast of Denmark
In the Joint Agreement, covering the period from 2014 to 2018, two objectives
have been implemented based on assessment and categorization of the impact of coastline retreat. The categorization serves as a means of prioritizing
the resources of the joint agreement:
Along stretches without slope protection, where homes and infrastructure
are at risk and/or where there is risk of a dune breach during a storm, and
this incident could lead to a flooding of the hinterland, the goal is to stop the
coastal retreat.
At Havrvig and Skodbjerge, where the dunes have a small, extra sand buffer,
the objective is to reduce coastal retreat to a maximum of one meter per year.
For stretches with slope protection, the objective is to reduce coastal retreat
as much as possible with the remaining amount of sand for nourishment.
Based on a calculation of the amount of sand available for nourishment, the
coastal retreat can be limited to 3.2 m/year on the stretches where the natural
retreat is higher thanthis objective. The objective of the joint agreement for
the period 2014-2018 is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Joint agreement objectives 2014-2018

1.1.2
Present knowledge of shoreface nourishment effects
It is complicated to determine the effects of shoreface nourishments. This is due to the fact that the
natural coastal variability is large, and very stochastic. Several analyses ofn the Danish North Sea coast
have not demonstrated a high degree of correlation between the hydrodynamic impact on a coast and
the coast response.
However, the Danish Coastal Authority has carried out, monitored and analyzed several shoreface
nourishments designed to meet a range of design objectives, and some clear conclusions can be drawn
based on the analysis of these nourishments:
•

Shoreface nourishments can extend the outer bar alongshore. As the outer bar induces wave
breaking this reduces the proportion of wave energy that will reach the coast. Thereby local dune
erosion is avoided.

•

Shoreface nourishments can be designed to function as a shore parallel breakwater. Similar to the
effects of extending the exciting bar, in this case the nourishment creates a new shore parallel elevation, which breaks the waves.

•

Shoreface nourishments can be designed to result in an onshore transport of sediment onto the
beach. This leads to beach widening, which in turn improves for dune evolution.
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•

Shoreface nourishment can be designed to act as a feeder berm, adding sediment to the coast
downstream.

Even though these effects have been demonstrated in real life, the huge natural variations cause uncertainty when determining the net effect of the shoreface nourishments, as well as in predicting the effects
of planned nourishments. It is the aim of the BWN WP3 to reduce this uncertainty by analyzing more
shoreface nourishments in different coastal regimes, using identical analytical framework.

1.2

Objectives

The overall objective of this analysis is to contribute to a shared North Sea Region evidence base regarding the effects of beach and shoreface nourishments as a method to improve coastal resilience. In order
to provide the relevant information for the co-analysis the focus of the present study is to understand the
response of the coastal system to shoreface nourishment and the relevant main controlling mechanisms.
. This will contribute to the continued optimization of the Danish Coastal Authority’s nourishment strategy. The study have the following research questions regarding the nourishment carried out at Krogen:
•

What was the lifetime of the 2016 shoreface nourishment?

•

How did the 2016 nourishment redistribute along and cross-shore?

•

How did the 2016 shoreface nourishment influence the dry part of the coastal profile, especially the
safety level?

•

How does the continuous nourishment scheme influence the autonomous behaviour of the coastal
system, especially the bar-system?

•

How is the nourishment decay correlated with the hydrodynamic forcing?
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2 Study site
The Danish North Sea Coast is a micro tidal wave dominated sandy coastline. The coast is highly dynamic and the morphology changes responding and adjusting to the climatic conditions. Large alongshore
variations in the coastline have been documented along the Danish North Sea Coast, rhythmic bar
systems and separating rip currents create coastline perturbations and indentations, which migrate with
the bar system alongshore in the sediment transport direction. These coastline indentations are characterized by a narrowing of the beach, and mark potential erosional hotspots. The number of bars and their
size and position in the offshore direction change rapidly, especially during storms.

When examining the evolution of the coastline based on aerial photos the on-going beach and shoreface
nourishments in the area should be taken into account, as they blend into the natural dynamics. Untangling the natural variations from the nourishment effects is one of the main challenges of this study.
The living laboratory has at least one sandbar and the dynamics and influence of the bar system will be
further examined in the project, as they influence the performance and effects of beach nourishment.
Erosion can be categorized as either chronic or acute. Chronic erosion is long term and is often induced
by alongshore gradients of the sediment transport; along coastlines where, as sediment transport rates
increase, a sediment deficiency occurs leading to erosion of the coastal profile and a gradual landside
displacement of the coastline. Acute erosion is temporary and occurs during storms with high water
levels and high wave energy conditions (Acute erosion is part of the chronic erosion).The higher water
levels and waves displace the erosional processes onshore leading to erosion of sediment on the upper
part of the beach and the dunes. The Danish North Sea Coast is recognized as an erosional coast which
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is subjected to chronic erosion caused by the southbound alongshore drift but furthermore, large acute
erosion events will take place during storms, Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Picture from Krogen/Krylen right after an acute erosion event in March 2008.

The chronic erosion at Krogen is about 1m/yr. As such, this erosion rate is not high, compared to other
sections of the Danish North Sea coast, see Figure 3, but it is serious, in the light of the narrow dune zone
and the risk of acute erosion.

Figure 10 Pictures from Krogen/Krylen right after acute erosion event in January 2012.

Acute erosion at Krogen has previously influenced long stretches of dune, thus gradually exposing the
bunkers, which have been hidden in the dunes since they were built during World War II. Figures 9 and
10 show severe dune erosion at Krogen. The wave action during storms affects the dunes, eroding dune
bases, which causes the dunes to collapse and worsens the erosion. In some areas, the erosion was
intensified due to the presence of bunkers. The maximum recorded dune retreat at the Danish North
Sea Coast was 60 meters at Thyborøn and a retreat of 46 m was recorded at Vedersø in 1981 just 10 km
north of Krogen. This indicates the scale of potential erosion at Krogen.
Due to a very energetic wind climate onshore, and the sandy coast, Aeolian transport is of importance,
since the wind transports fine sediment from the beach to the dunes. Means to prevent this have been
planting of marron grass and erection of brushwood fences.
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3 Coastal protection and
nourishment objectives
3.1

Coastal protection measures

During recent decades, different types of coastal protection measures such as shoreface nourishments,
beach nourishments, beach scraping, dune enhancement and rock revetment protection have been carried out at the coastal laboratory of Krogen. Rock revetment protection is the only hard coastal protection measure introduced at Krogen. It was established in 1944, and collapsed during a storm in 2007.
Measures such as marron grass planting and erection of brush wood fences have been used regularly
to prevent sediment from being carried into the hinterland by Aeolian transport. These measures are not
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Visualisation of different types of coastal protection carried out in the area since 1980
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Tabel1. contains the characteristics of nourishments and dune enhancements performed in the area.
Information about other interventions performed in the neighbouring area of Krogen is also displayed in
the table, since they may influence the natural behaviour of the coastal stretch.
Table 1 - Nourishment and dune enhancement characteristics in Krogen area. A hyphen (-) is placed in fields where exact data
are unavailable. Asterisk (*) indicates a nourishment outside the limits of Krogen, but in the neighbouring area.

Year

Method

Finish date

Volume

Length

Volume

Volume

(m3)

(m)

(m3/m)

(1000 m3)

1990*

Dune enhancement

1990-12-17

27,695

1,300

21

27.7

1990

Dune enhancement

1990-09-30

39,700

-

-

39.7

1991*

Dune enhancement

1991-10-18

23,649

800

30

23.6

2005

Dune enhancement

2005

11,000

-

-

11.0

2008

Dune enhancement

2008-10-14

45,000

1,200

38

45.0

1989*

Beach nourishment

1989-12-31

28,900

2,100

14

28.9

1990

Beach nourishment

1990-09-30

3,000

-

-

3,0

1992*

Beach nourishment

1992-07-05

114,125

1,450

79

1.14

1994*

Beach nourishment

1994-08-01

128,704

1,050

123

128.7

1994*

Beach nourishment

1994-08-01

121,461

7,200

17

121

1995*

Beach nourishment

1995-09-22

130,999

2,050

64

131

1996

Beach nourishment

1996-12-18

4,507

200

23

4.5

1997

Beach nourishment

1997-05-17

257,084

2,650

97

257

1998

Beach nourishment

1998-06-27

147,172

2,000

74

147

1999

Beach nourishment

1999-07-09

520,297

8,100

64

520

2000

Beach nourishment

2000-06-23

361,465

4,800

75

361

2003

Beach nourishment

2003-09-30

251,234

3.500

72

251

2005

Beach nourishment

2005-07-25

883,030

7,100

124

883

2008

Beach nourishment

2008-10-14

176,000

1,200

146

176

2009

Beach nourishment

2009-09-30

454,785

4,500

101

455

2012

Beach nourishment

2012-09-03

649,637

2,400

271

650

2015

Beach nourishment

2015-08-20

624,691

5,000

125

625

2006*

Shoreface nourishment 2006-02-20

191,039

3,700

52

191

2007*

Shoreface nourishment 2007-08-13

296,543

750

395

297

2007*

Shoreface nourishment 2007-06-14

299,411

750

399

299

2007

Shoreface nourishment 2007-10-07

296,166

750

395

296

2015

Shoreface nourishment 2015-08-15

290,379

6,100

48

290

2016

Shoreface nourishment 2016-08-05

400,057

4,500

88

400

2018

Shoreface nourishment 2018-10-18

405,075

2,500

160

400

The 2015 shoreface nourishment was undertaken in similar circumstances as the analysed 2016 shoreface nourishment. Both are placed within location at the Krogen shoreface, though diverging in volume
per meter and in total length. By the time the 2016 nourishment wasplaced, the influence of the 2015
nourishment was still noticeable. This is the reason for studying both nourishments in conjunction.
For the same reason, the 2015 beach nourishment is especially taken into account in the analysis. The
investigation focus of this report is on shoreface nourishments; however, due to the large mass of sand
deposited on the south half of the beach, it is of great importance not to disregard the 2015 beach nourishment.
Marron grass and brushwood fences are regularly used to control the Aeolian transport from the beach
to the dunes. Figure 4 shows the brushwood fences erected along the coast in two rows and the marron
grass planting. The photo is take approximately 2 month after completion of the sand drift measures, and
a beach nourishment in 2012.
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Figure 4 Brushwood fences and marron grass planting

In this project the effect of the Aeolian transport is not analyzed.

3.2

Studied shoreface nourishment

3.2.1
Design characteristics
The focus of this study is the shoreface nourishment performed between the 30th of July 2016 and the
5th of August 2016, with a total sand volume of 440,057 m3, which corresponds to a volume of 98 m3 per
running meter. However, the nourishment originally planned was significantly extended upstream of the
monitoring area. This was due to a change of priorities, but meant that only a minor part of the total volume of the sediment was placed within the Krogen monitoring area. The total length of the nourishment
was 4.5 km, and approximately 2.8 km lie outside of the limits of the Krogen-area owards the north. This
means that the monitoring program only covers a fraction of the total nourishment. The sediment was
deposited 650 m offshore from the coastline, on top of the outer bar, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5 – Depositing of shoreface nourishment . The nourishment was executed between 30th of July 2016 and the 5th of
August 2016. Right: The area of Skodbjerge including the transect definitions, the nourishment outline and the individual
sediment deposits. Left: The area of Skodbjerge and a difference calculation based on the pre- and post-nourishment survey
showing the areas of erosion and accretion between the 30th of July and the 5th of August 2016

The sediment derived from the extraction site named 578-AA Husby Klit, located approximately 8 km
from the nourished area.
3.2.2
Nourishment goals
The overall objective of the shoreface nourishment at Krogen is to maintain the safety level set for the
area, by stopping the retreat of the active coastal profile. This objective responds to the requirements of
the Joint Agreement, explained in Section 1.1.1. The 2016 nourishment has the typical characteristics of
nourishments carried out under the Joint Agreement.
These same design goals are applicable to the 2015 shoreface nourishment.
Figure 6 shows transect 391800 surveyed before and after shoreface nourishment with 440,057 m3 (88
m3).
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Figure 6 - Transect 391800 before and after 2016 nourishment. It was executed between the 30th of July and the 5th of August
2016

Both shoreface nourishments from 2015 and 2016 can be clearly seen, because a significant outer bar
is created. It is evident that the bar responds to the nourishment by modifying its shape and by moving
crosshore.
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4 Method and data
4.1

Data availability, accuracy and processing

4.1.1
Transect data
Krogen has been surveyed during the period 1957 - 2018. Two types of transect measurements have
been taken: Local measurements and West Coast measurements. Local measurements were performed
in relation to a particular project, and therefore, they are only available during a short time period. At
Krogen, local measurements are available from 2007 until 2018. Local measurements are spaced 200 m
from each other. The area covered by local measurements can be seen in Figure 7 .
Local surveys are not evenly distributed in time. From 2007 until 2009, surveys are performed 2 to 3
times a year. From 2012 until 2014, surveys are performed twice a year, with the exception of 2013, which
saw only one survey. During this period, the entire stretch was not measured, only from line 388400 to
line 392000 (see Figure 7). Finally, from 2015 until 2018, the surveying frequency varies: in 2015, only two
surveys were made; in 2016 there were four surveys; in 2017, there were three surveys; in 2018 only one
survey has been performed by the time of this analysis. Not all measurements are useful. For instance,
some surveys cover only dune and beach, offering no data points in the shoreface, therefore, they are
only useful if monitoring dry beach. Likewise, other profiles are surveyed only up to 1 m or 2 m relative
to MSL. These profiles can be used if completed with LiDAR data (see Section 3.1.3.), or if the focus of the
analysis is on the shoreface.

Figure 7 – Visualization of West Coast measurements and local measurements. Local measurements are
spaced at 200 m while West Coast measurements are done for every 1 km
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Table 2 presents the date of completion of local measurements performed at Krogen. All profiles are
extended with LiDAR data. It is required that all profiles are measured at least up to 7.5 m relative to MSL,
which is the height of the shortest dune in the system. Surveys in which at least one profile does not fulfil
this condition are marked in the table.
Table 2 - Finalization dates and available measurements of surveys executed at Krogen
Survey name

Finalization date

Missing wet profile

Insufficiently measured dry profile

2007.01

27.03.07

2007.02

27.06.07

2007.03

20.11.07

x

2008.01

05.05.08

x

2008.02

15.09.08

2009.01

18.02.09

x

2009.02

24.06.09

x

2012,01

24.05.12

x

x

2012,02

19.12.12

x

x

2013,01

17.05.13

x

x

2014.01

27.01.14

x

x

2014,02

05.09.14

x

x

2015.01

13.03.15

x

2015,02

10.08.15

x

2016.01

10.05.16

x

2016,02

13.06.16

x

2016.03

20.09.16

x

2016.04

09.11.16

x

2017.01

07.02.17

x

2017.02

23.05.17

x

2017.03

05.09.17

x

2018.01

18.03.18

x

x

x

West Coast measurements are performed annually along the entire West Coast. These measurements
are available from 1957 until 2017. They are spaced at 1000 m from each other. All of the surveys contain
data points in the wet profile. Regarding the dry part of the profile, after 1975 most surveys are performed
up to the dune crest height. Unfortunately, these profiles cannot be extended with LiDAR, since this data
is only available from 2005 and onwards. West Coast measurements are not evenly distributed in time.
In between 1957 and 1969, there are only surveys in 1962 and 1965. Afterwards, surveys are performed
almost every year, with the exception of 1974, 1977, 1982, 1987, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1995 and 1997.
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2016
30.07.16-27.08.16

14.03.18

08.03.18

04.09.17-05.09.17

17.07.17

22.05.17-23.05.17

19.04.17

07.02.17

09.11.16

20.09.16

13.06.16

01.06.16

10.05.16

11.04.16

10.08.15

11.08.15

19.04.15

13.03.15

2015
11.07.15-23.09.15

2018

2017

10-2018

15.08.15-04.09.15

Shoreface nourishment
Beach nourishment
Local surveys
LiDAR
West Coast surveys
Figure 8 - Timeline presenting shoreface nourishment, surveys (transects), LiDAR scans and rough weather

Figure 8 shows a graphic overview of the dates when profile measurements and LiDAR scans were performed, within the period prior to the recent shoreface nourishments. Time periods in which shoreface
nourishments have been executed, and time periods dominated by rough weather are also shown.
The utilization of local measurements in this project is different to that of West Coast measurements.
Local measurements offer more detailed information about a short time period, (2007 – 2018). This detailed information is fundamental to understanding the morphological evolution of the beach before and
after the nourishment is performed. Table 2 gives an overview of the number of local surveys, finalization
dates. Some of the surveys were only beach nourishments, because they originally were part of another
project. Because of the definition of the common CSI (Coastal State Indicators) many of the local surveys
did not include the front dune top. This is indicated in Table 2 by the text “Insufficiently measured dry
profile”.
The surveys that have a missing wet profile have only been used for analysis of individual survey lines,
and not for analysis of coastal stretches. The profiles that have an insufficient measured dry profile have
been extended landwards by using annual Lidar data.
The morphological evolution observed before the system isaltered is called autonomous behaviour.
Understanding the implications that nourishments have on the system is not possible without understanding the natural variations that occur spontaneously in the coast. Not all natural morphological variations
can be understood by studying a period of only 11 years. When the autonomous behaviour of the coastal
morphology is not clear from local measurement data, the analysis of local measurements is supplemented with West Coast measurements.
Furthermore, originally, the planned number of local survey were higher than the actual completed number due to internal prioritization, Table 3.
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Table 3 Planned and completed number of local surveys

Year

Planned

Completed

2012

3

2

2013

3

1

2014

2

2

2015

4

2

2016

4

4

2017

4

3

2018

4

1

Total

24

15

4.1.1.1
Data collection and data accuracy
Land measurements are carried out using RTK GPS and total station. The accuracy of the measurements
is controlled by using fixed land points/reference points. At least two of them are used in every survey:
one as a reference station and the other one to control the reference station and the equipment. Control
measurements must not be larger than 3 cm in height. Measured coordinates are controlled both in situ
and later in post processing.
When RTK GPS and total station are both used to carry out land measurements, it is necessary to define
an overlapping area, which is measured with both techniques. In this manner, quality check in situ is performed, by checking that the measurements are corresponding. The maximum error that can be found
in the overlapping area is about 10 cm in height between both types of measurements. The separation of
data points inland depends on the morphology. In this manner, changing morphology requires description of more data points than a very constant morphology.
Sea measurements are carried out using echo sounder multibeam scans, installed on a boat. The boat
follows the geographic position defined by the coordinates of the profile, which is being surveyed. At
least two reference stations must be used in data control. These reference stations must be within 25
km of the surveyed area. In the stretch from Lodbjerg to Nymindegab, where Krogen is located, has a
network of fixed reference stations. While measuring, it is checked that the reference stations are working
and sending the appropriate correction signal. This is done by checking that both reference stations give
the same signal to the measuring boat. The expected random error in height depends on how far away
the reference stations are located, and varies between 2 cm and 4 cm. The bias error is expected to less
than 5 cm.
A particularity of echo sounder scans is that the sound speed profile in water has to be used according
to the area being surveyed. This is done by measuring as many sound speed profiles, as needed to
achieve a good interpolation of the actual sound speed profile, independent of the time and location in
the measured area. New sound speed profiles have to be measured if the sounding time exceeds 3 hours
and if the speed difference with respect to the control profile exceeds 2 m/s. The spacing between points
under water is 2 m.
4.1.2
Hydrodynamic data
Three types of hydrodynamic characteristics are used in this analysis: wave data, wind data and water
level data.
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Figure 9 - Location of wave, water level and wind measurements. The position of Krogen in relation to the gauges is indicated
with a red rectangle.

4.1.2.1 Wave data
Krogen is located between two wave buoys. The Nymindegab buoy is located south east from Krogen, at
a distance of about 40 km of, while the Fjaltring buoy is located north east from Krogen at a distance of
35 km . The wave series measured in both buoys are similar; however, due to the geography of this coastal stretch, the direction of the measured waves in Nymindegab is slightly different of those measured in
Fjaltring (see Figure 10). The best representation of the maritime climate in Krogen is therefore given by
the buoy at Fjaltring.
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Figure 10 - Wave roses at Nymindegab (bottom) and Fjaltrinig (top), and position of the living laboratories Krogen and Skodbjerge

The Fjaltring buoy has been recording data from the 11th December 1991 until today. Instead of raw data of
the wave time series, wave characteristics averaged every 3 hours are given, based on a FFT (Fast Fourir
Transformation) analysis of a 20 min time series. From the data, used spectral significant wave height,
Hm0, peak period, Tp, and mean wave direction, θ m are used. The analysis of wave characteristics has two
objectives: describing the average wave climate before and after the studied nourishment, and revealing
patterns in the interactions between climate and system morphology.
Wave data is checked for outliers, which are eliminated from the register. The following verifications are
done (based on Andersen, T. L., Frigaard, P., & Burcharth, H. F. (2014)):
1

Wave period non-negative and correspondent to gravity waves. Wave periods must be comprised of the ranges from 1 s to 40 s (limits for gravity waves).

2

Wave height non-negative and non-zero.

3

Wave height is limited due to its relation to water depth. The relation in between Hs and water
depth has been observed to be limited to 0.5. Otherwise, the wave becomes unstable and
breaks, reducing its energy and its height.

4

Wave steepness is limited due to breaking. It is observed that during storm the wave height
hardly ever surpasses 1/10 of the wave length.

The main analysis period extends from 2007 until the beginning of 2018, i.e. the same period for which
local measurements at Krogen can be found. The data in Fjaltring displays at least 5 big gaps. There is
a data gap between the 29 th October 2006 and the 26th January 2007, which is almost a month of data
within the analysis period. A second gap is found between the 1st September 2009 and the 30th October
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2010, which implies two months of missing values. A third gap is found between the 6th October 2013
and the 14th January 2014, which represents 3 months of data. Soon after, a fourth gap is found between
the 20th February 2014 and the 7th April 2014. Finally, the fifth gap is found between the 27th December
2016 and the 17th January 2017. Except for the fifth gap, they can all be completed using information from
the Nymindegab buoy.
As mentioned previously, the agreement between wave characteristics in Nymindegab and in Fjaltring is
quite good. Hence, when possible, wave data from one buoy is used to cover gaps in data from the other
buoy. This must be done taking into consideration that there are differences in mean wave direction, see
Figure 11.

Figure 11 - Correlation between wave characteristics for Nymindegab (vertical axis) and Fjaltring (horizontal axis). Top left: Correlation of significant wave height. Top right: Correlation of peak wave period. Bottom: Correlation of mean wave direction

Figure 11 shows the correlation between the wave characteristics for Nymindegab and Fjaltring, during
the period from 2007 to 2018. Wave heights show the best correlation, while period and specially directions deviate more from perfect correlation. Wave periods measured in Fjaltring are longer, which can
be related to the incidence of more swells coming from the NW. This however cannot be seen properly
in the correlation plots, since there is an error in the directional data. This error can be observed in the
vertical lines around which the points are concentrated. Especially in the wave height plot and the peak
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period plot some points that differ completely in both buoys can be observed. They are the same recordings with very small wave heights – less than 1 m height – and very large peak period – more than 20 s -.
This is most likely an error in measurements that could not be filtered out with the criteria set up above,
because there is no lower limit for wave steepness.
Among the various hydrodynamic forces that act on the system, waves are those mostly affecting the
coast. Wave data from the period January 2007 to August 2015 is used to investigate the average conditions of the wave climate at Krogen. This data is compared to wave conditions after the nourishment
is placed (September 2015 to April 2018) to observe whether relevant climate changes affect the nourishment performance.. Wave roses representing the climate before and after the 2015 nourishment are
presented in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - Wave height roses in the pre- and post-nourishment periods. There is a slight redistribution of wave directions from
NW to W, but especially of waves with medium to small heights (1m to 4 m). The actual coastline alignment is marked with a
dashed orange line

The predominant wave direction in the autonomous behaviour period is within the sector 306o to 330o.
However, this situation changes in the post-nourishment period, when the percentage of waves coming
from these directions is reduced from almost a 30 % to about a 23 %. The percentage of incoming waves
form other directions increases.

Figure 13 - Wave period roses in the pre- and post- nourishment periods. Redistribution of wave periods can also be observed.
The actual coastline alignment is marked with a dashed orange line
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Table 4 contains a summary of the most important wave properties and their bulk statistics during the
analysis period, before and after nourishment. The average and standard deviation of Hm0, and Tp
become larger after the nourishment compared to the entire period and compared to the autonomous
behaviour period. This indicates that not only is the average larger, but also the variability. This can be
explained by the large peak events that can be observed after the nourishment in a short period of time,
see Figure 16
Table 4 - Table with average wave properties during the whole analysis period, before the nourishment
and after the nourishment
Wave property

µ / mode

σ

Pre-nourishment
µ / mode σ

Hs (m)

1.5

0.92

1.44

0.91

1.47

0.96

Tp (s)

7.6

2.8

7.6

2.6

7.6

3.7

θ m*

312

-

312

-

313

-

Etot (kg s-2)

3,7

5,1

3,7

5,1

3,9

5,4

Eparalel (kg s )

1,4

3,1

1,3

3,0

1,7

3,5

Eperpendicular (kg s-2)

2,9

4,5

2,9

4,5

2,9

4,5

|Eparalel | (kg s )

1,7

2,9

1,6

2,8

1,9

3,4

|Eperpendicular | (kg s-2)

2,9

4,5

2,9

4,5

2,9

4,5

-2

-2

General

Post-nourishment
µ / mode σ

4.1.2.2 Wind data
Wind data is available also for the whole analysis period (2007 – 2018). First measurement is done the
20th October 1982, and the wind gauge still measures today. Wind measurements are done at the port
of Hvide Sande, which is 16 km south of Krogen (see Figure 9). The data obtained from the wave gauge
is the average wind speed every 3 hours, and its average direction. Wind data is analysed for outliers by
finding negative or null values, and by finding extremely large wind speeds. Extremely large wind speeds
are found by observing the time series of data.
Generally, the quality of the data is adequate. There are only two significant data gaps in the wind time
series. The first one can be found between the 3rd November 2008 and the 28th November 2008. The
second one, which is of greater importance, is be found between the 6th October 2015 and the 1st December 2015, when the gauge measures 0 m/s from a constant direction during almost two months. There
are no other gauges in the proximity, and therefore, these gaps cannot be filled.
The wind is the main driving force in the wave creation. There is no clear predominance in wind directions as is the case with wave directions. Wind speeds that surpass the 19 m/s are measured from both
western and eastern directions. In the autonomous behaviour period, westerly winds are predominant,
especially winds from NW. After the nourishment placement, westerly winds are also predominant, and
especially from NW and SW.
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Figure 14 - Wind roses. Left: autonomous behaviour. Right: post- nourishment. It is important to notice that the post nourishment rose has been calculated using data from fewer years of data. The actual coastline alignment is marked with a dashed
orange line

Winds coming from between south-west and north have the largest impact on the coastal system. Before
the nourishment it can be inferred that the locally generated wind waves tend to move perpendicularly
to the coast and northwards. This trend is accentuates after placement of the nourishment due to an increase in the frequency of wind measured in the sector 234° to 258°. In the post-nourishment wind rose,
fewer waves surpassing 19 m/s come from directions that fall directly upon the coast.
4.1.2.3 Water level data
Water level data is measured also at Hvide Sande. Data is available from two gauges, one inside and one
outside the port. The gauge outside the port is located at the seaward side of the port breakwater, and is
considered representative for the water level at the outer bar. The data of both gauges cover the entire
main analysis period (2007 – 2018), and can be also found before West Coast measurements and until
today. Data in Hvide Sande port is first measured the 22nd August 1974, and data in Hvide Sandesea is first
measured the 2nd February 1981.
The data are analysed for outliers following the same principles as for wind data. Negative values, null
values and extremely large values are removed. However, in this case it is possible to determine whether
a value is an outlier by comparing measurements from both port and sea, given that the correlation
between measurements is very high (see Figure 15)

Figure 15 - Correlation in water level between Hvide Sande port and sea measurements
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Measurements from Hvide Sande sea are used in the analysis, while measurements from Hvide Sande
port are used to substitute missing data. There are two observable gaps in the data. One from the 2nd
February 2012 to the 5th March 2012. The second gaps spans from the 5th March 2013 until the 4th April
2013. These gaps do not exist in port measurements.
Storm surges are the accumulation of water being pushed in a constant direction by the wind [Robert
M.Sorensen, 2005]. The water level increases in the wind direction and decreases in the opposite one. In
this manner, storm surges and wind conditions are closely related.
In the stretch were Skodbjerge is located, the storm surge event with a 100-year return period is of especial interest, since the height it reaches is used to monitor the dune safety (see Section 1.1.1). The 100-year
water level is 4.5 m relative to MSL.
4.1.2.4 Tides
Tides are extracted from water level measurements. Therefore, tidal data is measured in Hvide Sande
port. The process of calculating tides from water level is not done at the Danish Coastal Authority (DCA),
but at the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI). The data is received at the DCA after processing and
quality control.
Tide data are used to determine mean high water level (MHWL) and mean low water level (MLWL). These
are CSI’s defined in Table 5. Long-term tidal variation is assumed to be small, even though, ten years of
data are taken to determine these CSI. A period from 2007 to 2017 is selected, since in this manner, the
CSI values are valid for both the coastal laboratories Skodbjerge and Krogen.
MHWL is calculated as the average of all high tides registered from 2007 to 2017. In the same manner,
MLWL is calculated as the average of all low tides in the same period. The following values are obtained:
MHWL (cm)

MLWL (cm)

Tidal range (cm)

46

-28

74

4.2

Grain size

The grain size has not been studied in the area recently. In December 1999 a comprehensive analysis
of the sediment characteristics of the whole West Coast was made (Kystinspektoratet, 1999). This report
comprises information about grain size variability with depth and over time. Grain size is measured along
a West Coast profile. There are no data in Skodbjerge, but grain size can be interpolated using values
obtained in two neighbouring lines: one northward and one southward.
4.2.1.
Time variability
D50 in Krogen in 1999 is 0.4 mm. In spring it is 0.43 mm. In summer it is 0.48 mm. Reduces to 0.3 mm in
autumn. Winter is 0.4 mm again.
4.2.2. Depth variability
In between 1 and 10 m depth d50 is 0.3 mm. 2 m depth: larger in winter, approx. 0.35 mm, while 0.25 mm
is the average for the other seasons. At depths larger than 10 m, summer grain size is largest (under 14 m
depth).

4.3

Identification of highly energetic periods

Periods of intense activity can be identified by comparing the time series of the different hydrodynamic
forces that impact the coast. Highly energetic periods are normally related to large coastal erosion. Given
this, it is crucial to identify these periods to facilitate coastal morphology analysis. Chapter 6 – Results,
a thorough discussion of the relationship between environmental characteristics and morphological
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development. Energetic periods are identified by comparing wave heights, wave energy and water levels.
The hydrodynamic data from 2007 to 2018 are shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16 shows that the water level exceeds 2 m almost every year. The maximum recorded water levels
are 2.5 meters. The yearly wave heights exceeds 5 meters, and the maximum wave height recorded is 9
meters. Generally, high water levels and high waves are correlated.
The total wave energy flux exceeds 5*10 kg*s-2 for eight periods: Once at the start of 2007, three times at
the end of 2011, once at the beginning of 2013, once at the start of 2014, once at the start of 2015, once at
the end of 2015, once at the start of 2016 and once at the start of 2017and this was the highest total wave
energy.
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Figure 16 Wave height, water level, total wave energy flux, parallel wave energy flux and perpendicular wave energy flux. The dashed vertical
lines indicate time of completion of nourishments
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The cross shore energy flux for the above mentioned high total energy events is generally always larger
than the longshore energy (shore parallel), Figure 17. It can up to 5 times as high.

Figure 17 Cross shore wave energy versus parallel wave energy

4.4

Additional data

Annual LiDAR data are available from 2005 to 2013 and from 2015 to 2018 covering the entire Krogen
area. LiDAR scans are used to extend local survey transects in cases when the surveyed transects have
not been fully measured from the coastline to a height of 7.5 m over MSL. Moreover, LiDAR scans are
useful for surface analyses of beach and dune, Figure 18.
The frequency of data scans is normally lower than that of land surveys, since LiDAR scans are only
executed once a year. In order to perform the reconstruction of profiles, it is assumed that changes at
dune level are negligible within the same year. Following this assumption, all surveys performed within
the same year are extended by using the same scan data. The risk involved in this assumption is wind
action, human action or that a violent storm could have affected the dune, provoking changes between
two surveys. Any such effect would not be registered when the same scan is used.
The most critical task is to manage the overlap area between scan data and measured points. Points
measured in situ offer a higher accuracy than those obtained from LiDAR scans. Therefore, these points
are selected if they are available. Between the last scan point and the first measurement point, a linear
interpolation is made, and it is here, and around 0 m height from MSL, that most errors are found when
reviewing the quality of the reconstruction.
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Figure 18 - LiDAR scan of coastal laboratory Krogen. Date: 12th of November 2012

This happens because scan data indicates a point for every meter, while measured data is more unevenly
spaced. The result is that in areas where no measured points are found, it is automatically assumed that
no survey data are available, and so both point types are mixed. Since the interpolation between both
point types is linear, peaks appear in transect data around the overlap section and 0 m height relative to
MSL.
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5 Method
5.1

Terminology and coastal state indicators

The analysis of quantitative morphological development will be performed using coastal state indicators
(CSI’s). Coastal state indicators are commonly agreed definitions of features that provide information on
the state of a coast at a given time. The use of CSI’s will align the national analyses carried out by each
partner of the BwN project and allow tying them into one joint co-analysis.
A costal state indicator is a feature; morphological feature, morphological zone or height level, which can
be determined using cross-shore transects. When monitored over time, a CSI shows the development
of the morphological system and reveals changes in evolutionary trends. The monitored development
depends on the type of CSI e.g. changes in sand volume in a zone, the width of a coastal zone, the crossshore position of a morphological feature or height level. A description of the CSI’s functions and criteria
can be found in Lescinski (2010). Below the applied coastal terminology and the representative CSI’s are
presented.
The coastal zone terminology in Figure 19 will be applied throughout the analysis. The CSI’s corresponding to the costal terminology are shown in Figure 19 and described in Table 5. The morphological
development represented by the CSI will be analysed in order to reveal the morphodynamics and the
effects of nourishments.

Figure 19 - General terminology used to describe the coastal profile. On the vertical axis various levels in the profile are shown.
The horizontal axis shows different morphological zones in the profile

As there are different environmental and morphological conditions in the analysed coastal laboratories,
each partner will adapt the terminology accordingly, still ensuring that a comparison of each adaption
and the resulting indicators is possible. The vertical levels are set for each living laboratory in order for
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it to capture the morphology;. In principle, one value is set per vertical level, per living laboratory. Only
when this gives unsuitable results the level should be differentiated.
Table 5 - Common definitions of morphological zones (grey) and delimiting height levels – CSI (white). *The seaward and landward limits can be defined as a height level or as a distance.

Coastal-section

Dune

Beach

Shoreface

5.2

CSI

CSI type and definition

Landward limit

Not a CSI -The landward limit is not monitored in itself, but sets the limits for
calculating dune and system width and volume. The limit is set as a crossshore position, which is measured in all available profiles. .

Upper dune

Coastal sub-section

Upper dune level

Fixed height level, which is most responsive to dune erosion or human-made
reinforcement. The minimum level of dune crests over time must be taken
into account.

Middle dune

Coastal sub- section

Mid dune level

Fixed height level where Aeolian sand transport and aggregation of sand
should be of minor relevance. Most likely, changes at this level should be
ascribed to acute dune erosion or manmade dune reinforcement. However,
on longer time scales natural dune growth can be visible, as a response to a
positive or negative sediment budget.

Lower dune

Coastal sub- section

Dune toe level

Fixed height level where the slope is distinctly changing. Dune growth on

Dry beach

Coastal sub- section

Mean high water level
(MHWL)

Fixed height level: MWL + ½ Tidal Range. (If MWL is not available use the
astronomical MHW representative for the period after the nourishment has
been assessed)

Wet beach

Coastal sub- section

Mean low water level
(MLWL)

Fixed height level: MWL - ½ Tidal Range, (If MWL is not available use the
astronomical MHW representative for the period after the nourishment has
been assessed)

(a) Tidal channel-shoal
system
(b) Breaker-bar system

(a) Morphological features. Channel: Deep section between MLWL and the
front of the shoal. Shoal: a relatively large shallow area not connected to the
beach, which is formed primarily due to tidal forces (e.g. ebb tidal deltas).
(b) Morphological feature. Bar: sand accumulation created by the action of
currents and waves. A bar has the following characteristics:
Bar top: maxima in the shoreface profile where the slope changes sign.
Bar trough: depression between two bar crests, or in between a bar top and a
point landward from the bar, at the same depth.
Bar height: difference in height between bar top and the deepest point of the
bar trough.
Bar landward limit: deepest point landwards of the bar top

Seaward limit* / Depth
of closure

Not a CSI -The seaward limit is not monitored in itself, but sets the limits for
calculating shoreface and system width and volume.

Physical marks

A wider beach and well-developed dune system provide better protection of the hinterland. To assess the
impact of the nourishments on the dry part of the profile, both position and width of dune and beach are
rewieved. This is done by tracing the morphological evolution of the different height levels and coastal
section present at the dune and beach, see table 5 These levels are defined in points where a certain
morphodynamics characteristic can be defined, either as an actual imprint (MHWL and MLWL) or as a
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point of inflexion in the beach morphology (dune toe, dune face, dune crest). These points are referred to
as physical marks.
To extract physical marks from transect measurements, the Momentary Coast Line Model (MCL) is
applied (Leidraad Zandige Kust, 2002, Den Heijer, F.). The model determines the position of the physical
mark as the centre of gravity of the surrounding sand area. This area is determined by fixing a buffer
distance over and under the physical mark. Figure 20 shows an example of the MCL-calculation.

Figure 20 - Definition of Momentary Coastline (MKL in the drawing)

It is recommended to set the buffer, h, at +/-0.5 m in respect to the height level; however, this depends on
every specific level. The morphological changes in the wet part of the profile cannot be traced by using
the MCL approach, because the MCL-buffer can exceed the height of the bar and, as the bars migrate,
the cote of the bar changes in such a way that a fixed height level does not comprise the bar over time.
Besides extracting physical marks from transects, this analysis also focuses on the evolution of costal
section widths. The costal sections and sub-sections are demarcated by the horizontal position of the
physical marks, see Table 5. This analysis of physical marks and section widths is performed for at least
one representative transect in the nourishment area.

5.3

Bar development

A well-developed bar system improves coastal resilience, since it dissipates wave energy through wave
breaking. Therefore the impact of nourishment on the nearshore and its morphological characteristics,
especially the dynamics of the breaker bars, are investigated, based on transect measurements. The
magnitude and location of bars are examined both cross-shore and alongshore in order to show spatial
and temporal evolution in the bar system. This is done by applying two sets of criteria: one to identify the
bars present in each coastal transect and another to determine the longshore continuity of the bar.
The characteristics, which define a bar are found in Table 1. In order to generically identify the bars within
a costal profile the following parameters are defined:
•

Shape coefficient: bar width over bar height.

•

Depth over bar: difference between MSL and the bar top.

•

Bar position: distance between MLWL and bar top position.

4.3.1
Cross shore bar identification
To distinguish relevant bars from other morphological features such as ripples, three morphological
characteristics must be fulfilled. Figure 21
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•

Bars are found between 0m and -8m height relative to MSL

•

Bar height ≥ 0.25 m

•

Shape coefficient ≤ 400.

Figure 21 - Definition of bar elements. The green line corresponds to the generalized case of through, while the red line shows
the bar width

The initial cross-shore criteria are based on mean wave height, the depth where bars are observed, their
width and height. The initial longshore criteria are based on mean wave height, the longshore distance in
between transects, and the variation in depth over bar. The initial criterion is then refined by iteration, e.g.
by finding and posteriorly evaluating whether the results suit the actual beach morphology.
5.3.2
Longshore bar identification
Bars are assumed to have an alongshore continuity e.g. another bar of equivalent characteristics must be
found in at least one of the neighbouring transect. Alongshore continuity is assumed when:
•

Distance between neighbouring bars ≤ 230 m

•

Difference in depth over bar ≤ 1.2 m.
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In the case of two possible bar connections in a neighbouring profile, the one, which minimizes distance
between the bars, is selected.
After identifying the bars, both their individual morphological characteristics, as well as their number and
migration schemes are evaluated. This is done by quantifying the number of bars in the system and their
migration speeds, bar volume, bar height, depth over bar, landward and seaward slopes and distances
to MLWL. These calculations are performed in MATLAB. In addition, the longshore variation of bars is
evaluated by comparing the plan form evolution pre and post nourishment. The comparison is carried
out in GIS.
5.3.3
2D volume development: Volume boxes
Changes in the different coastal zones and height levels, as well as those in the breaker bars are a direct
consequence of sediment redistribution. This redistribution can be divided in alongshore and cross-shore
sediment redistribution. Both alongshore and cross-shore redistribution of sand can be examined by
dividing the study site into different boxes. The volume change in each box is calculated and compared
to each other over time.
The boundaries of these boxes need to be defined. There are two types of boundaries: coast parallel
and coast perpendicular. The coast parallel boundaries are found based both on physical marks and on
nourishment properties, while the coast perpendicular boundaries are based on erosion-sedimentation
patterns.
For the coast parallel boundaries a selection of physical marks and of the landward and seaward level of
the nourishment is made based on expert judgment. Using all levels will result in too many areas that are
too small for the available data resolution. For the landward and seaward boundaries data availability can
be leading in the decision, rather than a specific vertical level. About 3 to 4 coast parallel areas will result
in a reasonable amount of boxes. The boundaries are based on the last measurement before start of the
nourishment.
The perpendicular coast boundaries are based on spatial erosion-sedimentation patterns, i.e . transects
with a similar evolution are be combined. As a natural decision, boundaries are established upstream and
downstream of the nourishment.
A total of about 9 to 15 areas is a reasonable number to use for analysis, although this depends on the
size of the research area. Within each defined area, the sediment volume will be calculated relative to the
year prior to nourishment.
5.3.4
Relation between nourishment development and hydrodynamics
The morphodynamic behaviour at the observed transects is the response to alongshore and cross-shore
transport activities which depend on the hydrodynamic impact. The hydrodynamics of the system can
be determined by wind, waves and storm surges as the main forcing events. Together with the available
grain sizes and the nourishment loads, it is possible to describe a relation between the different interactivities. In the following, the manipulations made to the available hydrodynamic data are explained.
Waves
If the wave climate is measured or determined by wind-wave-correlation, the energy flux along the coast
can be calculated. The energy flux can be separated into the following components:
Ftot: Total,
Fn: Normal to the coast,
Fl: Parallel to the coast along the opposite direction.
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Thus, from those components, the equation Fn+Fl=Ftot, is true.
The calculation of the energy flux consists of the steps: pre-processing, processing and post-processing.
Pre-processing: A transect with the desired profile data must be selected. In the nearby location both
wave data and tidal data must be available. If there are discontinuities in the wave data, those can be
completed through hindcasting.
Processing: The profile data have to be interpolated into equidistant points and be completed from -13 m
depth and lower dune foot. The energy flux into the surf zone will be calculated for e.g. every hour. The
data are stored in a data base that can be used for the morphodynamics tool, as well.
The cumulated sum of the energy flux is calculated for each hour and stored for each week, thus the
energy impact between two measurements can directly be derived. In addition, the annual distribution of
the energy flux can be calculated (as shown below).
Storm Surges
During storm surge processes the coast may suffer substantial damage, especially if the shoreface has
a lack of sediment and the wave energy penetrates fully up to the dune foot. The eroded material is
replaced in front of the dune, mainly below the high water level. To obtain the impact of the storm surge
levels in the beach volume, several water levels are analysed and compared with the available volume in
the coast. From the storm surge event is not only necessary to know exactly when the event happened,
but also the duration of the storm.
Wind
The wind is the overall dominating driving force for waves and storm surges. Since the wind action varies
in direction and magnitude it is useful to extract a scalar parameter out of the wind. In other words, not
the entire mosaic of wind events is used, but only those corresponding to the predominant wind directions. These are selected depending on whether they lead to erosion or Accreation events.
Wind speed is an important parameter because only higher wind speeds dissipate enough energy by
friction with the water body to have a significant influence on the generation of waves and storm surges.
Furthermore, the wind driven sand transport, aeolian transport, depends among other things on the
wind speed, the existing grain sizes and the degree of soil moisture.
In this study it is sought to obtain the response of the coastal state indicators as consequence of the wind
load action. This last can be calculated by making a cumulative sum of the wind speeds during the period
in between measurements. Every predominant wind direction is analysed separately.
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6 Results
Chapter 6 contains the results of the studies performed using the methodology described in chapter 4.

6.1

Morphological analysis of the autonomous behaviour and nourishment response

In this section the impact of the 2015 and 2016 shoreface nourishments will be analysed with regards
to the objectives of this project. The analysis will focus on the quantitative and qualitative impact on
morphology, profile 1D and 2D volume boxes and the impact of the hydrodynamics of the nourishment
behaviour.
6.1.1
Long term evolution of the coastal system at Krogen
The long term evolution of the coast will be described in two ways. By analysing the profile measurements in west coast profile 5450 and 5480, Figure 23 and 24, and a time stack plot of the west coast
lines 5430 and 5480, Figure 22.
At Krogen beach nourishment has been carried out on big scale since 1992, and shoreface nourishment
since 2006.
The timestack plots generally show a general trend prior to the shoreface nourishments: Most of the time
there was only one bar originating close to the coast (~150 m) and it then migrates offshore at an average
rate at 20 m/year. The outer bar terminates approximately 400 m from the coastline. The lifetime of an
outer bar varies from 10-20 years. A couple of years before the outer bar terminates, an inner bar originates and eventually becomes the outer bar. The distance between the two bars is 300-400 m.
From the timestack plots a significant effect of the shoreface nourishments can be seen, since the period
of time with two bars increases from a couple of years to 4-8 years, Table 6. The position of the outer
bars are generally the same, but the inner bar only migrates seawards until it reaches a certain distance
from the outer bar.
Table 6 Years and periods with two bars for 5 west coast lines

West coast line

Years/period with extraordinary 2 bar system

5430

5/2013-2017

5440

5/2008-2012

5450

5/2008-2012

5460

4/2008-2011

5470

8/2002-2009

5480

6-8/2002-2007 and 2014-2007

5490

2004-2008
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Figure 22 Time stack plot of the west coast lines 5430 and 5480. The yellow arrow shows net sediment transport direction.
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Figure 23 shows a cross section of profile 5450 for every decade from 1957 to 2017. The bar crest level
is increasing towards the coast. The effect of the shoreface nourishments starting in 2006 are clearly
reflected in the position and height of the outer bar, since the outer bar crest position is further seawards
and the level increases.

Figure 23 Evolution of the west coast profile 5450 every decade from 1957 to 2017

At west coast line 5480, Figure 24, shoreface no nourishments has ever been done. I 1957 a dominant
offshore bar is present and this is seen again in 2017. The trend with increasing bar crest level towards the
coast is present, but not as significant as line 5450.

Figure 24 Evolution of the west coast profile 5480 every decade from 1957 to 2017
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6.2

Qualitative Morphological development

6.2.1
Shoreface nourishment impact on breaker bar system
The local surveys are carried out more frequently than the West coast lines, so it is possible to see seasonal variations and longshore variations, and also the immediate impact of nourishments. Survey line
3918000 is located in the middle of that part of the 2016 shoreface nourishment that has been surveyed.
Prior to the shoreface nourishments in 2015 and 2016, the crest level of the outer bar is -4m, Figure 25
and the bar height is only 1-1.5 m. The crest level of the shoreface nourishments is -3m and positioned
shorewards. The bar height increases to 3-3.5 m. The position of the inner bar moves landwards after the
shoreface nourishments.

Figure 25 Evolution of the profile 3918000 from 2012-2017

Downstream of the shoreface nourishment in 2016, the local survey line 3888000 is located. The variations at the same dates as line 3918000 are shown in Figure 26. In 2007, a shoreface nourishment was
undertaken at the location of the profile.
A very dominant offshore bar is present with a crest level at -3 m and a bar height around 4 m. The
shoreface nourishments in 2015 and 2016 are clearly located offshore from the former bar, and the crest
level is lowered to -4 m and the bar height varies from 2.5-3 m.
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Figure 26 Evolution of the profile 3888000 from 2012-2017

In section 5 the nourishment effect on the cyclic behavior were analysed. It was concluded that a significant effect of the shoreface nourishments can be seen from the fact that the period of time with two bars
increases from a couple of years to 4-8 years, Table 6. The position of the outer bars are generally the
same, but the inner bar only migrates seawards until reaching a certain distance from the outer bar.
A planview of the position of the bar crest is shown in Figure 27. In 2015 the outer bar is seen to be
fragmentet to the north, while it is more coherent to the south. The shoreface nourishment in 2015, which
was done in the northern halves of the shown bar system, clearly makes the outer bar more coherent
towards the north as well. The same goes for the inner bar.
After the shoreface nourishment in 2016 the outer bar appears almost as one coherent bar. The inner bar
is coherent in the northern part, and becomes more fragmented in the southern part. In 2017 and 20018
both bar systems are very coherent.
The overall effect of the shoreface nourishment on the bar system is that it made both the inner and
outer bars more coherent.
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Figure 27 Position of the bar crest for each local survey from 2015 to 2018

6.2.2.1 Conclusions on autonomous morphodynamic behaviour and nourishment response
The analysis shows that the shoreface nourishments makes both the inner and outer bars more coherent. The lifetime of the two bars increases from a couple of years to 4-8 years. The position of the
outer bars are generally the same, but the inner bars only migrates seawards to until reaching a certain
distance from the outer bar.
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6.3

Quantitative morphological development

In this section, the quantitative morphological development is analysed quantitatively by using the CSI’s
and the calculated volume changes in different sections of the coast.
To be able to see variations in time and space, the coastal stretch is divided into 7 sections in the longshore direction, see Figure 28. Every analysis includes a profile to exemplify the the development in each
coastal section. The coastal sections are termed nourishment and south, depending on their geographical location with respect to the nourishment. An index from 1 to 4 is added to the section name , 1 being
the section closest to the nourishment centre (outside of Krogen) and 4 the section furthest away. For
example, section S1 is the closest section south of the nourishment, while NOUR3 is the section furthest
away from the nourishment centre. The division into sections is based on morphological behaviour.

Figure 28 Division of the coast into 7 sections alongshore. Crosshore division into dune/beach, inner shoreface and outer
shoreface

6.3.1
Beach and dune response to shoreface nourishment
6.3.1.1 NOUR 1 (392200 – 393000)
The position of the upper and mid dune is very stable before and after the shoreface nourishments
in 2015 and 2016, see Figure 29. The position of the lower dune varies. The position of the MHWL and
MLWL both show the same eroding trend as the period before the first shoreface nourishment i.e. the
effect of the shoreface nourishment is not significant.
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Figure 29 Distance form baseline to CSIs, width of beach sections and relative volume change,
line 392800 Nour 1 area

The width of the upper dune is constant, and the widths of the lower dune
and dry beach are varying but the trend is a stable width. The width of the dry
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beach shows very large fluctuations, and the eroding trend after the nourishment in 2016 is the same as
before the first nourishment, i.e. the effect of the shoreface nourishment is not significant.
The effects of the shoreface nourishments in 2015 cannot be identified. The shoreface nourishment in
2016 increases the volume in the outer bar, but only for a few month.
6.3.1.2 Nour 2 (391200 – 392000)
The position of the upper dune is very stable, se Figure 30

Figure 30. The mid and lower dune positions are stable until a large beach nourishment in 2012 took place, and this shifted
the position shorewards. After initial retreat of the mid and lower dune the positions are stable and the effect of the shoreface
nourishments on the mid and lower dunes is insignificant. The position of the MHWL and MLWL shifts from a retreating to an
advancing trend after the shoreface nourishments.
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The width of the upper dune, lower dune, dry beach and upper wet beach vary over time without any
significant trend neither before nor after the shoreface nourishments, Figure 31.

Figure 31 Distance form baseline to CSIs, width of beach sections and relative volume change, line 392800 Nour 2 area

The effect of the 2015 shoreface nourishment on the volumes in the dune, beach, inner and outer
shoreface is not clearly seen. The 2016 shoreface nourishment has a significant effect on the volume in
the outer bar that increases, while the effect on inner shoreface beach and dune is less significant. The
effects on the volume only lasts for few month.
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6.3.1.3 Nour 3 (390400 – 391000)
The positions of the upper dune and mid and lower dune are stable, until the large beach nourishment in
2012 took place. This shifted the position shorewards, Figure 32,

Figure 32. After initial retreat of the mid and lower dunes the positions stay stable and the effect of the shoreface nourishments
on the mid and lower dune is insignificant. The position of the MHWL and MLWL shifts from a retreating trend prior to the
beach nourishment to an advancing trend after the beach nourishment. The effect of the shoreface nourishments are not
significant. The still advancing position of MHWL and MLWL must be due to the effect of the beach nourishments in 2012 and
2015.

The width of the upper dune, lower dune, dry beach and upper wet beach vary over time, Figure 33. On
most CSIs an increase in width can be identified after the beach nourishment in 2015. The effect of the
shoreface nourishments can likewise be identified on the dry and wet beach.
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Figure 33 Distance form baseline to CSIs and width of beach sections, line 392800 Nour 3 area

The volume variations in the inner and outer shoreface are large before the shoreface nourishments. The
effects of the 2015 shoreface nourishments are negligible.
The shoreface nourishment in 2016 decreases the volume in the outer bar and increases it in the inner
shoreface for a short period of time. The volumes in the dune and beach are not affected.
6.3.1.4 S1 (390000 – 390400)
S1 is just downstream the shoreface nourishment in 2016, but the shoreface nourishment in 2015 also
contained S1, Figure 34-35 A clear effect of the beach nourishment in 2012 can be seen on the position of
upper dune, mid dune, lower dune, MHWL and MLWL,
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Figure 34. The beach and shoreface nourishment in 2015 advances the position of MHWL, MLWL and lower dune, while the
postions of the upper and mid dune is slightly affected.

There is a retreat of the position of MHWL and MLWL in 2016. This may be caused by the leeside effect
of the studied upstream shoreface nourishment, which was done in 2016. However, the possible effect
only lasted for few month.
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Figure 35 Distance form baseline to CSIs and width of beach sections, line 392800 S1 area

A slight effect of the beach nourishment can also be seen on the positions of the upper, mid and lower
dune.
The impact of the beach nourishment in 2012 is significant on the width of the upper dune, lower dune
and the dry beach, while the effect on the upper wet beach is not significant.
The effect of the shoreface nourishment in 2015 cannot be identified in the width parametres. The beach
nourishment in 2015 seems to have been redistributed cross shore from the dry beach to the upper wet
beach.
6.3.1.5 S2 (389200 – 389800)
The positions of the lower and mid dune, MHWL and MLWL are significantly affected by the beach nourishment in 2012, see Figure 36.
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The beach nourishment can be seen to have an effect on the position of MHWL and MLWL. Both shifted
seawards.
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Figure 36 Distance form baseline to CSIs and width of beach sections, line 392800 S2 area

The impact of the beach nourishment in 2012 is significant on the width of the upper dune, lower dune
and the dry beach, while the effect on the upper wet beach is likely. The beach nourishment in 2015
increases the width of the dry beach and reduces the width of the upper wet beach.
6.3.1.6 S3 (388400 – 389000)
In S3, the beach nourishment in 2015 extends the position of the lower and mid dune seawards, Figure
37-38

Figure 37. The MHWL and MLWL are less affected, and the position of the upper dune is not affected, at
all.
The beach nourishment in 2015 is seen to increase the width of the upper dune for a short period of
time, while the lower dune is not affected. The width of the upper wet beach decreases temporarily.
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Figure 38 Distance form baseline to CSIs and width of beach sections, line 392800 S3 area
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6.3.1.7 S4 (388000 – 388200)
In S4, located furthest downstream from the 2015, nourishment causes the position of the mid dune,
lower dune, MHWL and MLWL to move seawards for a year, whereupon they all start to move landwards
again, Figure 39. The beach nourishment does not have an effect on the upper dune position.

Figure 39 Distance form baseline to CSIs and width of beach sections, line 392800 S4 area
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The width of the upper dune is affected by the beach nourishment, since it triggers an increase in width,
whereas dune width decreased before the nourishment. The effect on the other parametres is not clear.
6.3.2
Conclusion on effect on CSIs of the shoreface nourishment in 2016
The analysis has shown that it is very difficult to distinguish the effect on the shoreface nourishment
in 2016 from the effect of the 2015 shoreface nourishment on the same location. However, there is a
significant effect in terms of increase of the volume in the outer bar where the shoreface nourishment
was placed. Downstream effects are indicated by a shift of volume from the outer shoreface to the inner
shoreface.
On the beach and dune nho significant effect from the 2016 nourishment can be found that can be
distinguished from the effect of the shoreface and beach nourishments in 2015. The shoreface nourishments in 2015 and 2016 have stopped the dune retreat and increased the dune width.

6.4

Volumes 2D

A shoreface nourishment is likely to dissipate and the sediment is transported along- and crossshore
by waves and currents. In order to be able to answer the research questions concerning the cross- and
longshore effects, the coast is divided into 9 boxes in which the volume changes will be calculated and
analysed, Figure 40 and Table 7. Box A-C are the offshore boxes/outer shoreface that contain the outer
bar. Box A is the box located furthest upstream. Boxes D-F are the inner shoreface boxes, and boxes G-I
are the beach boxes.
Box

From level [m]

To level [m]

From distance [m]

To distance [m]

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

-9
-9
-9
-9
-9
-9
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
4

1550
1600
1730
900
900
900
900
900
900

2400
2400
2400
1550
1600
1730
1550
1600
1730

Table 7 Horizontal and vertical definition of boxes

Please note that the boxes are very different sizes.
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Figure 40 9 boxes used for 2D volume calculations. 2016 shoreface nourishment is shown

The nourishments that are carried out in the area covered by the boxes A-I have a very uneven distribution, when compared to their size and position.
The first volume analysis done, is on the variation of the total volume in box A-I to get insight into,
whether the expected erosional trend is significant or not, see Figure 41. Notice that the nourishment
volumes are subtracted.

Figure 41 Total Volume box A-I, nourishment volumes are subtracted

The total volume is seen to vary with up to 500,000 m3 between surveys, and there is an erosional trend
from 2015 to 2017(period 1). From 2017 to 2018 (period 2) the trend is neutral or slightly towards accretion.
This is probably caused by a change in the direction of the longshore wave energy flux, see Figure 16.
The total energy flux is towards the south in period 1, as expected, while it is towards the north in period
2. The daily flux is approximately 3 times higher in period 2 compared to period 1.
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The area spanned by the boxes is 11,180,000 m2. If there is a bias error in the complete survey of 5 cm,
this will results in a total volume of 560.000 m3 more or less. Often the bias error is not covering the
whole survey, but varies from almost 0 to up to 10 cm. It is vital to acknowledge the unavoidable survey
errors, especially when volumes are calculated.
The variations of the total volumes in each box from 2007-18 are shown in Figure 42. There is a gab in
surveys from 2009 to 2015 because no project were planned that should use the survey. The offshore
box lines are in greenish colours, the inner shoreface boxes are in greenish colours, while the beach
boxes are shown in blue color. The brightest colors show the boxes furthest upstream.
During this period, 3 shoreface nourishments and 4 beach nourishments were completed in different
boxes. The shoreface nourishments were carried out in boxes A and B, while the beach nourishments
were done in boxes G, H and I. The completion dates for the nourishments are indicated with vertical lines in Figure 42. Unfortunately, there is no pre-nourishment period when local surveys have been carried
out. Therefore, it is difficult to establish a trend for the volume development in the boxes.

Figure 42 Total volume in each box. Solid vertical lines indicate end of shoreface nourishments. Dashed lines shows beach
nourishments.

The focus will be on the effect of the nourishments in 2015 and 2016. In Figure 43 the total volume in
each of the boxes are shown. The nourishment volumes are subtracted from each relevant box.
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Figure 43 Total volume in boxes A-I from 2014-18, blue vertical lines show shoreface nourishments. Nourishment volumes have
been subtracted

There is only one survey prior to the nourishments in 2015, which makes it impossible to determine the
natural trend of the volume in each of the boxes. The focus will hence be on the effect of the 2016 shoreface nourishment, bearing in mind that the coast is an erosional coast.
The shoreface nourishment in 2016 was placed in box A, while the shoreface nourishment in 2015 was
placed in box A and in half of box B. The beach nourishment in 2015 was placed in box C and in half of
box B.
There is an immediate shift of volume from box A to the shoreward box D after the shoreface nourishment in 2016. The diffusion trend follows the indicated natural diffusion rate. The lifetime of the nourishment in box A is approximately 2 years. The volume increase in box D just landward of box A is table for
at least 2 years. A further positive effect on the dry beach immediately behind the shoreface nourishment
(box G) is not significant.
Based on the volume calculations there is no net longshore transport of sediment from the nourishment
box into box B. The volume diffusion of box C, however, has shifted to an accreational trend. It is not clear
where this sediment comes from.
From 2017 to 2018 all of the inner shoreface boxes D, E and F receive sediment, since neither the outer
shoreface boxes A, B and C or the beach boxes G, H and I have lost the corresponding amount of sediment there must have been a larger sediment transport into the total area, as shown in Figure 39.
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7 Discussion
The analysis of the 2016 shoreface nourishment shows that it is fundamental for the ability to draw strong
conclusions, that the monitoring programme is designed and implemented to provide answers to the
research questions. In the study area the variability of the coast is highly four-dimensional, as the baseline
study of the bar system shows. The number of completed surveys were significantly less than planned,
and too few to be able to distinguish the effects of the nourishment from the natural variability.
Another important issue is the fact that a beach and a shoreface nourishment was done in 2015 in the
same area, impacting the natural variability of the area.
Continuous monitoring of water levels and wave climate proved adequate for analysing the variability in
hydrodynamic forcing including storms.
A possible effect of the grain size distributions of the sand nourishment was not part of the research,
because it is very costly to take representative samples of the natural variability of the sediment distribution of the dynamic layer of seabeds.
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8 Conclusion
In this chapter the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the effect of the shoreface nourishment in
2016 will be summarized by answering the research questions.

8.1

What was the lifetime of the 2016 shoreface nourishment?

The lifetime is defined as the duration of time in which the nourishment volume was higher in the nourishment area that before the nourishment. Based on that definition the analysis showed that the lifetime
of the shoreface nourishment in 2016 was 2 years.

8.2

How did the 2016 nourishment redistribute along and cross-shore?

The analysis has shown that it is very difficult to distinguish the effect on the shoreface nourishment
in 2016 from the effect of the 2015 shoreface nourishment on the same location. However, there is a
significant effect increase of the sediment volume in the outer bar where the shoreface nourishment
was placed. Downstream effects are indicated by a shift of volume from the outer shoreface to the inner
shoreface.
No significant effect on the beach and dune from the 2016 nourishment can be distinguished from the
effect of the shoreface and beach nourishment in 2015.

8.3

How did the 2016 shoreface nourishment influence the dry part of the
coastal profile, especially the safety level?

No significant effect on the beach and dune from the 2016 nourishment can be distinguished from the
effect of the shoreface and beach nourishment in 2015. The shoreface nourishments in 2015 and 2016
have stopped the dune retreat and increased the dune width. As a result, the safety level has increased
due to the shoreface nourishments.

8.4

How does the continuous nourishment scheme influence the autonomous behaviour of the costal system, especially the bar-system?

The analysis shows that the shoreface nourishments makes both the inner and outer bar more coherent.
The lifetime of the two bars increases from a couple of years to 4-8 years. The position of the outer bars
are generally the same, but the inner bars only migrate seawards until reaching a certain distance from
the outer bar.

8.5

How is the nourishment decay correlated with the hydrodynamic
forcing

The hydrodynamic forcing has shifted from a pre-nourishment wave climate when NW waves dominated,
to a post-nourishment wave climate dominated by waves from a more western direction. The longshore
wave energy is higher in the post-nourishment period, which will cause increased erosion
The significantly lower number of completed surveys than planned has made it possible to extract the
net nourishment decay, and perform a correlation analysis with the hydrodynamic forcing.
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